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Garena brings female skin from the hip-hop elite passing again on outside servers. Garna's new free-fire server event in the Middle East is restoring the skin of the elite hip-hop pass woman: the Pink Love package. Several followers have questioned us about this, as ringo rewards can be
seen through the world rankings in the game. Next Magic Cube and how to win free fire: Click and check it out! Players are winning the free elite pass package just by logging in there, however, the same makeshift for 3 days just as occurred in the previous event. Around here, the company
hasn't ruled on this yet, can you protect him? How long can you use incubator tickets? Click and check it out! It's worth remembering that in Brazil several passes have returned via Sorte Royale, the other recent event with the elite card was completely free, click and check. FREE FIRE HIP
HOP ELITE PASS The hip hop-themed Free Fire elite pass arrived in June 2018 for the game, players who completed the missions were able to collect the skins. It is one of the rarest free fire skins and is also regarded as the best package ever released in the game. Watch video: How to
win elite crossings in free fire at the launch of two elite past pass garena held events where the community managed to win packages, whether by missions or codes, click and see. The elite pass runs for 1 month and players can collect all the prizes when performing challenges. Get now 12
free new free tickets on fire free: click here! Learn about pirate treasure, which will have the skin of the November elite passing across the map in the October update. Want to get more news on this? Enable notifications from our site and always be well informed before any other. Filtrado el
Nuevo Pase Elite de Free Fire Diciembre 2019: Estos son algunos datos que se tienen del nuevo pase para este invierno en free fire 2019 asi que ponte comodo y enterate si vale la pena o no adquirirlo. Esta es la información que hemos obtenido,sobre el pase élite de Noviembre –
Diciembre al parecer trata sobre piratas mas abajo encontraras un video sobre ello. Según las imágenes y videos que se han filtrado,con el fin de mostrar el nuevo pase élite,que incluir diversos accesorios sobre piratas. Esto tendra lo que comun mente estamos acostumbrados,como lo
son los costumes,emotes y objetos adornados con calaveras entre otras cosas mas que we will informing you. Como siempre, en todos los pases tienen un traje ; femenino y un male de pirata; Conocelos en this list of abajo. Costume De mujer Paquete Cazadora de Tesoros (lo consigues
con 50 emblemas )Traje de Hombre Paquete Capitan Calavera (225 emblems) Chaleco de mujer y hombre DoradaSkin de la M60 llamada Pirate Soul (10 emblems)Skin de la Famas Pirate Soul (80 emblems)Nuevo emote (100 emblems)Goofy tiburon volador (125 emblems)Goofy tiburon
sanguinario (165 emblems)Tarjetas de Tokens de tesoroTickets RoyaleMochila con calavera Gloria de Pirata (165 emblems)Tarjetas de Tokens de tesoroTickets RoyaleMochila con calavera Gloria de Pirata (165 emblems). 150 show (Ghost Pirates Backpack (200 badges)Magic Cube
Piece (170 show)Piedra Evolutionary (180 shows)Nuevos Fondos PiratesCajas de extra bonus (2 50 badge) Bueno esto es lo que nos trae el nuevo pase elite de diciembre 2019,comentanos si te ha gustado lo del pase de piratas. Visit nuestro youtube link channel here consigue diamond
gratis to buy u pase elite en este link CONSEGUIR DIAMANTES GRATIS TE invitamos que nos sigas en nuestras redes sociales y por su puesto no olvides compartir con tus amigos. SUSCRIBETE AL BOLETI PARA NO PERDERTE NINGUN ARTICULO QUE WE PARTIWE
SUSCRIBIRSE A GAMERS PLUS NUEVO PASE ELITE DICIEMBRE PIRATES DE FREE FIRE 2019 RELATED THE ELITE PASS SYSTEM IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF FREE FIRE, ROYAL BATTLE OF GARENA THAT DOES NOT STOP GROWTH: NOT ONLY WILL THEY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE MONETIZATION OF THE GAME FAIRLY, BUT ALSO PROVIDE PLAYERS WITH AMAZING CUSTOM ITEMS, SKIN AND PACKS! Free Fire has had 28 elite passes in its history by counting the current elite pass of October 2020, the legend of Anubis II. Today, we
will travel on time and know with all the elite free fire passes, respectively, from Sakura Flower, the first pass released in May 2018, to date. Do you remember all the themes? Do you remember all the clothes? Let's take a look! Pass 1 – Sakura Flower (May and June 2018) Sakura Flower
Pass Sets and emblemOn May 24, 2018 debuted free fire's first elite pass. The throw was a bit confusing, a lot of people didn't understand anything, but gradually the crowd was learning how elite passing works. The name of this pass refers to the famous Japanese flower, which attracts the
attention of the world in its flowering season. Sakura flower is a true Japanese treasure that is present in various elements of its culture. To get an idea, he printed 100 yen coins, one of the most used there. In addition, the flower symbolizes the arrival of spring and the beginning of the
Japanese school year. Sakura is also the most common name given to Japanese girls, and there is also a very present name in the culture – Sakura Harouno (from anime Naruto) that says! The skins of this pass are very rare, although the standard is not the same quality as the most
current passes. Pass 2 - Hip Hop (July 2018)I First elite pass and I have to buy again!? - said the players. You need to buy passes every month to have full access to new items, and there is a class that has plenty of time to realize this! Hip-hop's elite pass was the second elite pass of free
fire and was the subject of street dancing where characters dressed as Manu Brown. Or is Manu Brown wearing a hip-hop pass? There is doubt. The immortal spirit of the real elite pass CAPÃOThis required 200 badges to complete and the main attractions were even a collection of
costumes. In my opinion the pink love set and breakdance collection of the best that Free Fire has ever had, and this Maluka style combines very well with a fire-free vibe.Hip-hop pass is one of the rarest to have. Garna has already held events where it was possible to get her skin for free,
but lasted only three days. Pass 3 – The Madness of armageddon (August 2018) was the third elite pass in the history of free fire and needed 225 badges to complete. With an apocalyptic theme, in addition to other items, he brought two very good sets to the game. Both Ms Doombringer
and Harbinger from the Doom set looked imposing and delighted many players, although they did not work as well as previous passes. In addition to the sets, jeep skin was also very good, but since then the monster truck took away the balance of the game, somehow forgotten. At the time
it was still appearing on the map, rather than just in the drop. Pass 4 – Festança Real (September 2018)The fourth elite pass of Free Fire was the Royal Bash, which as the name says, brought clothes and items inspired by Spanish royalty. Royal ceremony sets were also well accepted by
players, as well as among the rarest sets of the game. In the story of this elite pass, the characters Maxim and Mischa, brothers, join the Spanish Royal Guard in search of revenge for their parents' deaths. Maxim becomes the commander of a ship, but on the first day his commander
happens terrible! Watch the video and find:Elite Pass: Real BASH | FREE FIREPass 5 - Treasury lha (October 2018)Misha and Maxim have ended up on Treasure Island! The fifth elite free-fire pass had several Pirate-inspired items, so the Pirates' pass was also called.Pass reception was
good, Skins had a lot of quality and the perfect pass had a lot of cool items. Players, on the other hand, had made many requests for a Halloween-themed pass for this month, so the theme didn't please everyone. Pass 6 - 8-Bit Disorder (November 2018)The sixth elite pass, 8-bit Disorder,
brought clothing inspired by (retrogaming). The men's pack attracted a lot of attention for its numerous references to Super Mario, Nintendo's famous character. The digital girl package wasn't behind, since it was very good. And what about that backpack? I particularly loved the subject and
was just in the men's closed mood, which I found amazing. If the money wasn't short at the time, I would surely have bought it. Pass 7 – Steam Punk (December 2018) was named the seventh elite pass in the history of the free fire of the Steam Punk Revolution. He was inspired by The
Subgenre Punk Steam, which I find particularly interesting. It comes from the idea that technology could have evolved in a different way. This Wikipedia article explains it well. The skin had great features and effects, and just like the royalty pass, it had an exclusive story told in chapters
throughout the month. Pass 8 – Shock shock (January 2019)Shock impulsive eighth elite pass was free fire and brought cyberpunk theme, more futuristic and with the coolest visuals. This is a future where technology dominates the world and is now part of even people's bodies. If you liked
the matrix movie, for example, I recommend this article about Cyberpunk culture.The female skin of the elite passing shock impulsion was very beautiful and gorgeous, while the man in my opinion was exaggerated in the number of accessories. It was also well received by Brazilian players.
Pass 9 – Bomb Squad (February 2019) Free Fire Squad is the ninth elite passing featured character packed with armor and technology to protect explosives and hands hands. Along with the pass also came a special temporary game mode of the same name. The collections of clothing for

this pass did not please me very much because they are very closed, but most of it is a matter of personal preference. Many liked passing and used it to this day. Pass 10 – Egyptian Gods (March 2019)The tenth elite pass of Free Fire had Egyptian Gods theme, a theme that I like very
much. I remember when the trailer came out, a lot of people were anxious to see the skin in practice. The skins were actually very good, but I was expecting a bit more, since I was with high expectations after the trailer. Elite Crossing: Gods of Egypt | FIREIt was free during this pass when
we started hearing dragon roars during matches on free fire. Besides, there was a dragon egg in the lobby. Are you from then? Do you remember that? These things were teasers for the next pass that... Pass 11 - Dragon Hunters (April 2019) This pass was pretty damning! Dragon Hunters,
chapter 11 of Elite Pass, brought skins and items that combine dragons and technology. Dragon Hunter and Dragon Killer Pack were very well designed and The details were great in the head! Of course, they were also well received by the crowd. Pass 12 – Jaguars (May 2019) had
another incredible pass, an elite season 12 pass as their theme Jaguar Animal. The highlight of the outfit was, which was well made, jaguar avatar collection and Jaguar dance emote.It's an elite pass that basically delights everyone. The Flynn-based wild theme worked very well, and the
choice of colors that combined black, gray, blue and purple was sensational. Not to mention ghanaian details in female group hair. Definitely one of the best we've ever had. Adoption 13 – Redemption and Fury (June 2019) Speaking of well-chosen topics, imagine an elite pass based on
four apocalypse jockeys? That was precisely the subject of free fire 13th elite passes, redemption and anger. For example, the closed woman's collection was a mortal knight. The backpack on it was called the World War II Pass. The loot box of nuclear weapons represented the plague.
One of the hottest items of this pass was the whispering death backpack, which was simply:in short: the skin was amazing, the theme too, the pass brought skin for the M4A1 and SKS, plus 3 boards with great effects. Note Pass 10! This short video of Garena shows the skin of the emote
pass, plank and devil's movement:Rewards: Redemption and Anger | Elite Crossing | FREE FIREPass 14 – Born Hunters (July 2019) came after the approval of nato's almost complete elite Sayhunters, Chapter 14 pass. In my opinion one of the worst passes, if not the worst, that free fire
has ever had. The theme, which was no longer a big deal, was heavily explored. And besides, we've had a lot of predators so far. Who cares about a camouflage man when you've ever had a leopard or even death as a skin? After all, what kind of NATO hunters have technological supplies
in their eyes? Nothing makes sense! At least the little girl was cool: welcoming the pass was as terrifying as expected. The quality fall from one pass to the other was immense. Is that how it's going from now on, or was it just a Garna landslide? Pass 15 – Sandstorm (August 2019)Free
Fire's 15th elite pass, Sandstorm, was less worse than the previous one, but it was still disappointing. This season's clothes and items were quite dull and uncreative - it seems so Garna has reduced investment in quality passes, or just even sat down. Pass 16 - Gunslingers (September
2019)Free Pass? Want! The Mariners, the elite pass of Season 16, brought a Western theme and could be achieved for free through a logging event. In addition to the west wind and Gold, this pass also brought beautiful motorcycle skin and special wings. Having an elite free pass was big
news, because at the time the number of hackers in Free Fire was very high and the last two passes had become very bad. Overall, the Mariners' passing was good and showed that even with a simple theme one can do something nice and creative. Did they learn their lesson? Will the next
pass heal? Pass 17 – Samurai Devil (October 2019) Answering the question from the previous paragraph, the next elite pass of Chapter 17, called Samurai Devil, will not be good. That'd be great! Players could eventually buy something without feeling robbed. As for skins, both men (Ruby
Damon) and female (Red Samurai) scored high, and the pass is one of the most successful elite passes ever released. The addition of the pass brought great skin for an AN94 and P90, in addition to the majestic Imuth Spin and a few other cases. In the video below you can see
all:Rewards: Samurai Devil | Elite Crossing | FREE FIREPass 18 – Maximum Penalty (November 2019) Bloody Hockey or Maximum Penalty was the name of the 18th elite Free Fire pass. That's a pass purchase before selling access to a skin of very high gel grenades:As for items, the
cleanup board had a very cold fire effect. The male band, The Bloody Keeper, attracts a lot of attention for armor with thorns, and the mask and skin of the female, the queen of the ring, innovate little. Bonus: Maximum Penalty | Elite Crossing | FREE FIREPass 19 – Cursed Treasure
(December 2019) Elite Pass December 2019 Treasure Was Cursed. Inspired by the pirate story and the Pirates of the Caribbean movie. He was noted for seeking a treasure that attracted evil forces. The costume collection, Treasure Hunter Peck and Captain Skull Pack were very happy
and for many players the pass was one of the best of 2019. In addition we also had the Pirate Treasure Chest Hunting Event, which lasted all months and had numerous rewards! Shark boards and famas and skin M60 full pass. Watch official video:Bonus: Treasure Curse | Elite Crossing |
FREE FIREPass 20 – Dark Combat (January 2020)Released in January, Dark Combat was the first elite pass of 2020. Here in Brazil it became known as the Ninja Elite Pass. Those who bought in pre-sales won the skin of Katana Lampov of darkness.The clothing collection was the hero of
darkness and vengeance of darkness. They were good sets, although they were, for the third time in the last four passes, out of colours black . Pass 21 – Operation TRAP (February 2020)The elite pass of season 21 was Operation TRAP, which began on February 1, 2020. Garna was
apparently inspired by groups in the League of Legends (such as KDA) and decided to create a free-fire fan. The idea was good and executed... Also! But what's Dom? According to Wikipedia, Trap is a subgenre of rap originating in the 20s. It has the same rap multiplication, but with more
melodic effects. If you've heard malone, diplo or Brazilian Rafa Moreira, then you've heard traps! As for the pass sets, both DJ Miguel and Kayla Kelly did well and were hip-hop passes. During the month there was a voting event where you would choose one of the four members of the
group, and at the end of the month you would get extra rewards if you had chosen the top vote. Operation Trap: The group result of the vote was: 1st place - A to O (far left) 2 place - M.C Moco (next to A to O)3rd place - DJ Miguel (right round)4 place – Kayla Kelly (next to DJ Miguel(Pass
22 – Apocalypse Resistance (March 2020) Elite Pass was called March 2020 in the free fire of apocalypse resistance, or apocalypse survivor and, as the name says, as his theme costumes and items with a post-apocalyptic theme Is. He bought each pass in pre-sale, the resistance took the
loot box of the apocalypse. The female skin of this pass was the consultant of the apocalypse and the male guerrilla of the apocalypse. It seemed clear to me how little care Garna gave for this month's pass. Even the trailer was bad, and these clothes look like they came straight from Ouro
Royale.Apocalypse is always a cool theme, but it's not enough for it to be called and think that's good now, right Garenita? Pass 23 – Wild Agents (April 2020) was the wild agents of the April 2020 elite pass. The pass brought Agent Paw and Agent Fang Setz, who are kind of weird, but at
least something new has come, the good thing about that pass is that there were a lot of things in it that made it worth it. Evolution stones, cubes, planks and... He was. I feel something! Elite Crossing: Wild Agents [Sound] | FREE FIREPass 24 – Forget the Dragon Clan (May 2020)May
2020 Elite Adoption Dragon Clan was forgotten, which is a theme based on chinese samurai. A collection of passes called Dragon Girl and Guardians of Dragão.As Skins has good quality, but the highlight of the same pass ended up as the excellent Ice Wall Skin:Crossing 25 - Revenge of
Inari (June 2020)25th Elite Free Fire Pass called Revenge of inari, was released in June 2020 and as its theme theme Kitsone is considered messenger spirits, associated with Inari, the goddess of rice, agriculture, well-being, fertility and success, usually represented as a female figure. Inari
is a very popular stand-up with piles of statues scattered across Japanese territory, the sanctuary of which is one of the most famous in Japan. Pass 26 – Redemption II (July 2020)Free Fire's 26th elite pass was Redemption II, which resumed the theme of the Redemption and Fury pass,
but now bringing human-looking skins: The liberators of the apocalypse than knights. During the month there was an event of the same name as a pass in which players had to pick a side and collect points. Pass 27 - Sushi Menace (August 2020)The 27th and current elite Free Fire pass is
the Sushi Menace, available since the beginning of August. As the name suggests, skin passes are brought on by traditional Japanese fish-based recipes. The pass brought many cosmetic items, the main ones of ramen female skin terminator and raw male fish terminator. Both are very
detailed, but strategically distanced from the passing theme, which may please everyone. Therefore, the original skins are more general, in the dark ninja style wearing red as always, while other pass items explore more sushi themes and variations. Pass 28 – Battle of the Streets
(September 2020) is called the 28th Elite Free Fire Pass of The Battle of the Streets. He brought two very precise skins that unite the concepts and elements of successful passes that were made available earlier. With good color contrasts, the female skin has yellow and white colors
reminiscent of the Passing of the Marines, while the male skin re-combines black and red, but now comes with so much detail and with extra sparkle that much has been added to it. Pass 29 – The Legend of Anubis II (October 2020)Image: FFDataminerA Legend of Anubis II, the elite pass
of the month of October, reinforces garena's tendency to reuse old themes that were successful. And if in the pass of 10 skins represented the Egyptian gods, in this they would only decorate the clothes of Pharaoh and the High Priest. Hey, how many of them do you have? See also: All fire
free ice skin and all incubators. Growth.
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